
 

Chapter 5 Economics

Getting the books Chapter 5 Economics now is not type of challenging means. You
could not on your own going afterward ebook increase or library or borrowing from your
links to entrance them. This is an very simple means to specifically get guide by on-line.
This online broadcast Chapter 5 Economics can be one of the options to accompany you
taking into consideration having further time.

It will not waste your time. acknowledge me, the e-book will unconditionally way of being
you supplementary event to read. Just invest tiny times to entrance this on-line message
Chapter 5 Economics as capably as review them wherever you are now.

Quantitative Approaches
from Environmental
Economics Hodder
Education
For one semester courses
in International Economics.
Addressing the changing
face of economics
education, Sawyer and
Sprinkles international
economics text is a
thoroughly modern
approach to the subject.
Providing a discussion of
international economics
that is more accessible to a
wider range of students
than is currently available
anywhere else, the text
incorporates a modern
approach to open economy
macroeconomics, and shifts
the emphasis from pure
theory to the applications
of basic theory that use

basic tools of analysis. -
Basic tools of analysis
employed. Enables students
to analyze international
economics with the same
tools learned in principles of
economics courses. -
Intraindustry Trade
chapter. Provides students
with extensive coverage of
a growing phenomenon that
constitutes 40 percent of
world trade - Political
economy of protectionism.
The chapter on
International Trade Policy
Introduces students to a
public choice approach to
analyzing the causes of
protectionism. - Real
Exchange Rate discussion.
Provides students with an
extensive, accessible
discussion of the real
exchange rate. - Modern
approach to determination
of exchange rates and open
economy macroeconomics.

Knowledge, Agents,
and Organization
Elsevier
Principles of
Macroeconomics for
AP® Courses covers

scope and sequence
requirements for an
Advanced Placement®
macroeconomics
course and is
listed on the
College Board's AP®
example textbook
list. The text
covers classical
and Keynesian
views, with a
prominent section
on the Expenditure-
Output model to
align to the AP®
curriculum. The
book offers a
balanced approach
to theory and
application, and
presents current
examples to
students in a
politically
equitable way.
Principles of
Macroeconomics for
AP® Courses PDF and
web view versions
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have been updated to
include current
FRED (Federal
Reserve Economic)
data.
The Basics University of Chicago
Press
This Handbook offers an up-to-
date collection of research on
agricultural economics. Drawing
together scholarship from experts
at the top of their profession and
from around the world, this
collection provides new insights
into the area of agricultural
economics. The Routledge
Handbook of Agricultural
Economics explores a broad
variety of topics including welfare
economics, econometrics,
agribusiness, and consumer
economics. This wide range reflects
the way in which agricultural
economics encompasses a large
sector of any economy, and the
chapters present both an
introduction to the subjects as well
as the methodology, statistical
background, and operations
research techniques needed to
solve practical economic problems.
In addition, food economics is
given a special focus in the
Handbook due to the recent
emphasis on health and feeding the
world population a quality diet.
Furthermore, through examining
these diverse topics, the authors
seek to provide some indication of
the direction of research in these
areas and where future research
endeavors may be productive.
Acting as a comprehensive, up-to-
date, and definitive work of
reference, this Handbook will be of
use to researchers, faculty, and
graduate students looking to
deepen their understanding of

agricultural economics, agribusiness,
and applied economics, and the
interrelationship of those areas.
Fontana Economic History of
Europe: Contemporary
economics (2 v.) Chapter 2.
France 1920-1970, by Claude
Fohlen. Chapter 5. Italy
1920-1970, by Sergio Ricossa
Houghton Mifflin
What new theories, evidence, and
policies have shaped health
economics in the 21st century?
Editors Mark Pauly, Thomas
McGuire, and Pedro Pita Barros
assemble the expertise of leading
authorities in this survey of
substantive issues. In 16 chapters
they cover recent developments
in health economics, from
medical spending growth to the
demand for health care, the
markets for pharmaceutical
products, the medical workforce,
and equity in health and health
care. Its global perspective,
including an emphasis on low and
middle-income countries, will
result in the same high citations
that made Volume 1 (2000) a
foundational text. Presents
coherent summaries of major
subjects and methodologies,
marking important advances and
revisions. Serves as a frequently
used non-journal reference.
Introduces non-economists to the
best research in health economics.

The Economics of Economic
Organization Springer
Science & Business Media
This handbook combines the
perspectives of
communication studies,
economics and management,
and psychology in order to
provide a comprehensive

economic view on personal
and mass communication. It
is divided into six parts that
comprise: 1. an overarching
introduction that defines the
field and provides a brief
overview of its history (1
chapter) 2. the most
commonly used theoretic
frameworks for the analysis of
communication economics
and management (4 chapters)
3. the peculiarities of the
quantitative and qualitative
methods and data used in the
field (3 chapters) 4. key issues
of the field such as the
economics of language, labor
in creative industries, media
concentration, branding etc.
(10 chapters) 5. descriptions
of the development, trends
and peculiarities of the field
in different parts of the
world, written by scholars
from the respective region
(10 chapters) 6. reflections on
future directions for the field,
both from a managerial and
from an economics
perspective (1 chapter). The
authors of the individual
chapters represent different
academic disciplines,
research traditions, and
geographic backgrounds.
The reader will thus gain
multifaceted insights into the
management and economics
of communication.
Cultural Factors in Economic
Growth Walter de Gruyter
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GmbH & Co KG
The present volume has its
origin in a conference on
globalization and Africa held
in Cape Town at the end of
2001. It focuses on the place of
Southern Africa in the
globalized economy. The
different chapters identify the
overall economic trends in the
African continent and the
responses - required and actual
- to the impact of an
increasingly interdependent
world economy. An
introductory chapter deals with
the phenomenon of
globalization in broad terms.
Chapter 2 focuses on the
marginal role of Africa in the
global economy and some of
the main reasons for this sad
state of affairs. Chapter 3
attempts to answer the
question whether globalization
is good for Africa and analyzes
the relationship between
globalization and economic
reform, using Zimbabwe as an
example. Chapter 4 reports on
a survey of popular attitudes
towards globalization in a
number of African countries.
Chapter 5 provides an
evaluation of economic
integration efforts in Southern
Africa. Finally, Chapter 6 uses
the case of South Africa to
discuss how globalization
affects the workplace. The
Southern African nations are
struggling to find their own
ways of participating in global
development. The present
volume provides an insight into

how this process has unfolded in
the past and into the problems
and challenges of the future.
Contributors: Arne Bigsten is
Professor of Development
Economics at the School of
Economics and Commercial
Law at G�teborg University.
Michael Bratton is Professor of
Political Science and African
Studies at Michigan State
University. Dick Durevall is
Senior Lecturer at the
Department of Economics,
School of Economics and
Commercial Law, G�teborg
University, and at the
Department of Economic and
Social Sciences, the University
of Sk�vde. Mats Lundahl, is
Professor of Development
Economics at the Stockholm
School of Economics Robert
Mattes is Associate Professor of
Political Studies and Director of
the Democracy in Africa
Research Unit in the Centre for
Social Studies at the University
of Cape Town. Lennart
Petersson is Associate Professor
of Economics, School of
Economics and Management,
Lund University, Sweden.
Natalie Pienaar has a degree in
economics from the University
of the Witwatersrand, South
Africa. Edward Webster is
Professor of Sociology and
Director of the Sociology of
Work Unit (SWOP) at the
University of the
Witwatersrand.
Managerial Economics and
Business Strategy Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform
Baye's Managerial Economics

and Business Strategy is one of the
best-selling managerial economics
textbooks. It is the first textbook to
blend tools from intermediate
microeconomics, game theory,
and industrial organization for a
managerial economics text. Baye
is known for its balanced coverage
of traditional and modern topics,
and the fourth edition continues to
offer the diverse managerial
economics marketplace a flexible
and up-to-date textbook. Baye
offers coverage of frontier research
in his new chapter on advanced
topics. The Fourth Edition also
offers completely new problem
material, data, and much more.
Management and Economics of
Communication Routledge
This Handbook assembles
original contributions from
influential authors such as
Herman Daly, Paul Ekins,
Marina Fischer-Kowalski, Jeroen
van den Bergh, William E. Rees
and Tim Jackson who have
helped to define our
understanding of growth and
sustainability. The Handbook
also presents new contributions
on topics such as degrowth, the
debt-based financial system,
cultural change, energy return on
investment, shorter working hours
and employment, and innovation
and technology. Explorations of
these issues can deepen our
understanding of whether growth
is sustainable and, in turn,
whether a move away from
growth can be sustained. With
issues such as climate change
looming large, our understanding
of growth and sustainability is
critical. This Handbook offers a
broad range of perspectives that
can help the reader to decide:
Growth? Sustainability? Both? Or
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neither?
The Social Archaeology of
Food Springer Science &
Business Media
Today’s investors need to
understand geopolitical
trends as a main driving
force of markets. This book
provides just that: an
understanding of the
interplay between geopolitics
and economics, and of the
impact of that dynamic on
financial markets. To me,
geo-economics is the study of
how geopolitics and
economics interact in
international relations.
Plenty of books on
geopolitics have been written
by eminent experts in politics
and international affairs.
This book is not one of
them. First, I am neither a
political scientist nor an
expert in international
affairs. I am an economist
and an investment strategist
who has been fascinated by
geopolitics for many years.
And this fascination has led
me to the realization that
almost all books and articles
written on geopolitics are
useless for investors. Political
scientists are not trained to
think like investors, and they
are not typically trained in
quantitative methods.
Instead, they engage in
developing narratives for
geopolitical events and

processes that pose risks and
opportunities for investors.
My main problem with these
narratives is that they usually
do not pass the “so what?”
test. Geopolitical risks are
important, but how am I to
assess which risks are
important for my portfolio
and which ones are simply
noise? Because geopolitics
experts focus on politics, they
do not provide an answer to
this crucial question for
investors. What could be
important for a geopolitics
expert and for global politics
could be totally irrelevant for
investors. For example, the
US wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan have been going
on for almost two decades
now and have been an
important influence on the
political discussion in the
United States. But for
investors, the war in
Afghanistan was a total
nonevent, and the war in
Iraq had only a fleeting
influence, when it started in
2003. Geopolitics experts
cannot answer the question
of which geopolitical events
matter for investors and
which do not. Unfortunately,
some experts thus claim that
all geopolitical risks matter
and that these risks cannot be
quantified but only assessed
qualitatively. Nothing could
be further from the truth. In

the chapters that follow, I
discuss geopolitical and geo-
economic events from the
viewpoint of an investor and
show that they can be
quantified and introduced as
part of a traditional risk
management process. I do
this in two parts. The first
part of this book focuses on
geopolitics that matters to
investors. It reviews the
literature on a range of
geopolitical events and shows
which events have a material
economic effect and which
do not. The second part of
this book puts the insights
from those first chapters into
practice by applying them to
current geopolitical trends. In
this second part, I stick my
head out and examine the
impact the geopolitical trends
have on the economy and
financial markets today and
their likely development in
the coming years. —Joachim
Klement, CFA
Optimal Control with
Economics and
Management Science
Applications Elsevier
An illuminating and robust
introduction to economics
principles, the fourteenth
edition of Lipsey and
Chrystal's established
textbook continues to
provide complete coverage
for those new to micro and
macroeconomics.The
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authors help students to
understand the subject
matter through a
combination of lucid
explanation and supportive
learning features which
encourage independent
thought. The principles are
examined through a
theoretical lens before
empirical examples
demonstrate how the
concepts work in
practice.The applied nature
of the models is further
emphasised by case studies
from around the world,
which encourage students to
develop and contextualise
their understanding of the
key themes.Suitable for
beginners, the authors
provide in-depth
explanations of key
theoretical concepts which
relate to a wide range of
applied material. End-of-
chapter questions give
students the opportunity to
test their knowledge and
advance their critical
thinking skills.Economics
undergraduates studying a
core module on the principles
of economics. It may also be
suitable for students taking
business, management, or
finance and accounting
degrees who are taking a
module which introduces
economics.This book is
accompanied by online

resource to support both
students and lecturers.For
students:- Self-test questions-
Flashcard glossary-
Additional chapter material-
Web linksFor lecturers:-
PowerPoint slides-
Instructor's manual- Test
bank- Additional chapters
covering Economics of
Developing Countries and
Macroeconomic Policy in an
Open Economy
Macroeconomics Dreamtech
Press
What is behavioral economics
and why is it important? -- The
ascent and dissent of
economics -- Econ: homo
economicus -- Human: more
homer (simpson) than homo
economicus -- Manners,
monkeys and moods -- Nudge:
whys, ways and weasels -- Sell!
the commercial (and political)
world of persuasion
Explorations in Information
Space Springer
The new Handbook of Regional
and Urban Economics: Cities and
Geography reviews, synthesizes
and extends the key developments
in urban and regional economics
and their strong connection to
other recent developments in
modern economics. Of particular
interest is the development of the
new economic geography and its
incorporation along with
innovations in industrial
organization, endogenous growth,
network theory and applied
econometrics into urban and
regional economics. The chapters
cover theoretical developments
concerning the forces of

agglomeration, the nature of
neighborhoods and human capital
externalities, the foundations of
systems of cities, the development
of local political institutions,
regional agglomerations and
regional growth. Such massive
progress in understanding the
theory behind urban and regional
phenomenon is consistent with on-
going progress in the field since
the late 1960’s. What is
unprecedented are the
developments on the empirical
side: the development of a wide
body of knowledge concerning the
nature of urban externalities, city
size distributions, urban sprawl,
urban and regional trade, and
regional convergence, as well as a
body of knowledge on specific
regions of the world—Europe,
Asia and North America, both
current and historical. The
Handbook is a key reference piece
for anyone wishing to understand
the developments in the field.
An Evaluation of Japanese
Environmental Regulations
Edward Elgar Publishing
Optimal Control theory has
been increasingly used in
Economi- and Management
Science in the last fifteen
years or so. It is now
commonplace, even at
textbook level. It has been
applied to a great many
areas of Economics and
Management Science, such
as Optimal Growth, Optimal
Population, Pollution
control, Natural Resources,
Bioeconomics, Education,
International Trade,
Monopoly, Oligopoly and
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Duopoly, Urban and
Regional Economics, Arms
Race control, Business
Finance, Inventory Planning,
Marketing, Maintenance and
Replacement policy and
many others. It is a powerful
tool of dynamic optimization.
There is no doubt social
sciences students should be
familiar with this tool, if not
for their own research, at
least for reading the
literature. These Lecture
Notes attempt to provide a
plain exposition of Optimal
Control Theory, with a
number of economic
examples and applications
designed mainly to illustrate
the various techniques and
point out the wide range of
possible applications rather
than to treat exhaustively any
area of economic theory or
policy. Chapters 2,3 and 4
are devoted to the Calculus
of Variations, Chapter 5
develops Optimal Control
theory from the Variational
approach, Chapter 6 deals
with the problems of
constrained state and control
variables , Chapter 7, with
Linear Control models and
Chapter 8, with stabilization
models. Discrete systems are
discussed in Chapter 9 and
Sensitivity analysis in
Chapter 10. Chapter 11
presents a wide range of
Economics and Management

Science applications.
Thinking about Eating from
Prehistory to the Present
McGraw-Hill/Irwin
A cornerstone,
Macroeconomics: Private and
Public Choice is considered to
be the best existing principles
of economics textbooks
emphasizing free markets. The
strengths of this text are its
clarity, emphasis on the
economic way of thinking and
its application to the world
around us. Macroeconomics:
Private and Public Choice has
an amazing approach to
introducing students to a
moderate amount of economic
data analysis while applying
the concept to a real-world
story. This edition had added a
new introductory Chapter 4
Supply and Demand:
Applications and Extensions
allowing the instructor a
second full chapter to help
develop the basic foundation of
supply and demand. Chapter 5
The Economic Role of the
Government and Chapter 6
The Economics of Collective
Decision Making now stress
the role of government and the
economics of collective
decision making. Chapter 16
Economic Growth integrates
growth into the
macroeconomic coverage. At
the end of the text are extra
Applications and Special
Topics that allow instructors to
include a more involved
application in classroom
discussions. The authors

continue to succeed at enabling
students to understand the basic
concepts and apply those
concepts that are central to the
principles of economics class.
Cities and Geography
Springer Science & Business
Media
The new 4th edition of
Microeconomics is designed
for students who have not
previously studied
economics. It provides a
clear explanation of basic
microeconomic principles
through analogies, real-
world examples and user-
friendly graphs and
illustrations.Thoroughly
updated, while retaining the
economy of exposition and
clarity of purpose that this
text is renowned for, it
makes extensive use of data
and examples to illustrate
principles and concepts
under
discussion.OVERVIEW OF
CHANGES The major
structural change was to
move chapter 16 (Public
goods, Common Resources
and Externalities) forward in
the text so that it is now the
new chapter 13. Chapters 12
(Competition Policy and
Regulation) and the new
chapter 13 together become
a new Part Four under the
new Part heading Promoting
Efficiency and Dealing with
Market Failure. The
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contents of these chapters are
closely related. The new Part
gives more emphasis to the
important and popular topic
of market failure. Some
minor rewriting was
necessary to accommodate
these changes however the
content and structure of the
chapters did not change
significantly. A number of
new high quality interest
boxes (Explanatory Power,
Economics at Work,
Counterpoint, Historical
Perspective) have been
added. These boxes employ
concepts developed in the
chapter and use at least two
newly defined terms
(italicised in text) from the
chapter. These boxes
illustrate the relevance and
usefulness of ideas introduced
in the text. Facts and
numbers throughout the text
have been rechecked and
updated where appropriate
and 50% of the end-of-
chapter questions for review
and problems have been
updated or
rewritten.DETAILS OF
CHANGES & GENERAL
APPROACHPART 1:
INTRODUCTION TO
MICROECONOMICSThis
part introduces key concepts
(e.g. opportunity cost and
comparative advantage) and
develops the simple supply
and demand model. Elasticity

is also covered in depth. No
major structural changes
were introduced other than
moving content from the web
into the text covering the
basic interpretation of
diagrams. This is now an
appendix to Chapter
One.PART 2: THE
PERFECT
COMPETITION
MODELThe title of this part
was changed from Principles
of Microeconomics to The
Perfect Competition
Model.Part 2 examines
supply and demand in depth.
Chapters 5 and 6 build on
the basic economic principles
of scarcity and purposeful
choice to derive the demand
and supply curves. Chapter 7
then combines these to create
the perfect competition
model, which is able to
demonstrate the efficiencies
inherent in perfectly
competitive markets.Chapter
5; The Demand Curve and
the Behaviour of Firms
clarifies the definition of
utility. The numerical
indicator simply ranks
utilities according to
preference, because utility
cannot be measured.New
content was added in an
intuitive way to show the
utility maximising rule (that
is, when markets are working
efficiently the marginal utility
from spending an additional

dollar on one good equals the
marginal utility from
spending an additional dollar
on the other good).Chapter
6; The Supply Curve and the
Behaviour Firms was
updated with examples to
better illustrate how marginal
costs for firms and the profit
maximising level of output
are related.PART 3: FIRM
AND INDUSTRY
BEHAVIOURThis part was
previously called Firms and
Industries.It begins with the
model of a perfectly
competitive industry over the
long run, explaining the entry
and exit of firms in terms of
economic incentives. The
individual generic cost curves
of various types
A Communications-Cost
Approach to Optimum
Economic Cooperation
Newnes
"After the 1978 economic
reform, China's economic
development has been on a fast
track ever since. Later on, the
successful accession into the
WTO in 2001 accelerated
China's economic
transformation and made it
more integrated with the
world. Today, as the second-
largest economy in the world,
China has earned herself a
leading role on the world stage
beyond dispute. This book
provides readers with answers
to why and how China
functions as a leader in the
world economy. The book
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surveys China's economy in
four parts--economic
institutions, economic
problems, important economic
policies and selective economic
analysis, especially including
many hot issues like revaluation
of the reminbi, China's high
inflation rate and its relations
with other emerging markets,
etc."--Publisher's description.
Principles of Economics 2e
Elsevier
With the rise of the knowledge
economy, the knowledge content
of goods and services is going up
just as their material content is
declining. Economic value is
increasingly seen to reside in the
former - that is, in intangible
assets - rather than in the latter.
Yet we keep wanting to turn
knowledge back into something
tangible, something with definite
boundaries which can be
measured, manipulated,
appropriated, and traded. In
short, we want to reify
knowledge. Scholars have been
debating the nature of knowledge
since the time of Plato. Many new
insights have been gained from
these debates, but little theoretical
consensus has been achieved.
Through six thematically linked
chapters, the book articulates the
theoretical approach to the
production and distribution of
knowledge that underpins Max
Boisot's conceptual framework,
the Information Space or I-
Space. In this way the book looks
to provide theoretical and
practical underpinnings to
Boisot's book Knowledge Assets
(OUP, 1998). Following an
introductory chapter, how
knowledge relates to data and

information is first examined in
chapter 1, and how different
economic actors - entrepreneurs,
managers, etc - use knowledge as a
basis for action is explored in
chapter 2. Chapter 3 looks at how
the heterogeneity of economic
actors arises naturally from their
respective data processing
strategies in spite of any
similarities in the data that they
might share. Chapter 4 argues,
contra much transaction-based
economics, that an organizational
order must have preceded a
market order, something that
should be reflected in any
knowledge-based theory of the
firm. Chapter 5 discusses the
cultural and institutional
significance of different kinds of
knowledge flows. Finally, chapter
6 presents an agent-based
simulation model, SimISpace, that
illustrates how the I-Space might
be applied to concrete problems
such those of intellectual property
rights. A concluding chapter
proposes a research agenda based
on the theorizing developed in the
book. The approach the book sets
out is used by a whole range of
organizations to issues of
knowledge management, policy,
economics, and organizational
and cultural change.
The Economics of Artificial
Intelligence OUP Oxford
Principles of Economics
2ePrinciples of
Macroeconomics for AP�
Courses
Graphs and Models (chapter 5 &
6), Second Edition ; Calculus for
Business Economics, and the
Social and Life Sciences (chapter
1 to 5), Eighth Edition Philip
Allan
For the 2-semester

freshman/sophomore course in
Principles of Economics. These
two highly-respected economists
and educators have revised this
best-selling MICRO FIRST book
to include more current topics and
events while maintaining its
hallmark features. The Micro
section now includes more
modern topics. For further details,
please see FEATURES below.
The Macro section has a SHORT
RUN FIRST organization with
updated data and policy issues
throughout. The AD/AS
MODEL is placed late in the
macro discussion. Hallmark
features include: the authors use
three levels of explanation:
"Stories, Graphs, and Equations"
to make economic concepts
accessible and relevant to students
with various learning styles
(verbal, visual, and numerical);
unified and logical structure that
carefully reveals the workings of
the economy for both
microeconomics and
macroeconomics; unparalleled
supplements package, the text
supports both the instructor and
the student through this first, often
challenging, economics course.
Principles If you want to teach
with a Micro-first principles text
that brings out economic
applications through real-world
examples and news analysis
articles then be sure to review
Case and Fair's Principles of
Economics 7/e. Microeconomics
If you would like to complete
perfect competition before moving
on to imperfect competition, take
a look at Case and Fair's coverage
in Chapters 5-10 and then 12-16.
When covering Comparative
Advantage, if you prefer a brief
introduction early in the course
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with in-depth analysis later, peruse
Chapter 2 and then Section V of
Case and Fair with it extensive
Global coverage, as well. If you
have looked at or used Case/Fair
in the past, but wished it had more
modern coverage of Economic
Principles, be sure to check out the
expanded game theory coverage
in Chapter 13, a new Chapter (16)
on Public Finance, and early
coverage of Consumer and
Producer Surplus in Chapter 4. If
you like to deliver instruction on
technical topics such as cost
curves, isoquants, and/or
indifference curves, be sure to
examine Case and Fair's coverage
of these topics in Chapters 7, 6,
and the Appendix to Chapter 5,
respectively. Macroeconomics If
you prefer to introduce short run
issues before long run issues, and
fully develop the Keynesian Cross
with integrated coverage between
chapters before covering the
AS/AD Model, examine Case
and Fair's chapters 20-25. Do you
want to engage your students with
coverage of the booms and busts
of the Stock Market? If so, review
Case and Fair's all new Chapter
on the Stock Market and the
Economy (28).
Book Trade Catalogues in Early
Modern Europe World Scientific
How can economists define and
measure social preferences and
interactions? Through the use of
new economic data and tools, our
contributors survey an array of
social interactions and decisions
that typify homo economicus.
Identifying economic strains in
activities such as learning, group
formation, discrimination, and
the creation of peer dynamics,
they demonstrate how they tease
out social preferences from the

influences of culture, familial
beliefs, religion, and other forces.
Advances our understanding
about quantifying social
interactions and the effects of
culture Summarizes research on
theoretical and applied economic
analyses of social preferences
Explores the recent willingness
among economists to consider
new arguments in the utility
function
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